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“Finest Pewter Quaichs”
AR Wentworth bought the Quaich Company
some years ago, in 2008; in fact, The
Quaich Company claims to be ’The home of
the finest pewter quaichs’. And that’s
probably more than just advertising ‘puff’.
Richard Abdy, Wentworth director with
special responsibility for customer
relationships, and product development for
one-off pieces, said: “I’m passionate about
supporting the metalwork and design
industry as well as championing Sheffield’s
heritage in manufacturing”.
To show that that claim is more than just words, Wentworth have now launched a separate
blog post for the Quaich Company, in place of using Wentworth’s own blog. They have
also expanded the Wentworth social media so as to have a Quaich Company presence on
Facebook and Twitter alongside the Wentworth feeds.
In their latest blog, the Quaich Company offers an opportunity for customers to discover
more about its iconic Scottish designs, handmade products and skilled craftspeople.
Richard commented: “Please go to read our story and learn about how the company is
keeping the ancient tradition of handcrafted quaichs alive. In September, the company
scheduled visits to its customers around Scotland with the intention that customers should
not only have an opportunity to see firsthand the company’s handcrafted pewter quaichs
and other pewter gifts, but also the chance to discuss the ideal products and ranges for
their specific customers; and explore any new products and ideas that they would like the
company to develop.”
Anyone who has queries about the Quaich Company or its products, should make contact
either by telephoning Wentworth on: 0114 2447693; or emailing Wentworth at:
sales@wentworth-pewter.com
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www.wentworth-pewter.com
Tel: 0114 244 7693
Fax: 0114 242 3159
Email: sales@wentworth-pewter.com
hAE Wentworth (Sheffield) Limited
Monarch Works, Catley Road, Darnall, Sheffield, Yorkshire S95JF
Read on to discover a Highland Games like no other.
Wentworth
Facebook – WentworthPewter
Twitter — @WentworthPewter
Instagram – wentworthpewter
YouTube Channel –
Wentworth Pewter
LinkedIn –
Richard Abdy (and Jayne Abdy)
Quaich Company
Facebook –
thequaichcompany
Twitter @QuaichCompany
Pewter Craft – our website selling pewter materials

www.pewtercraft.co.uk
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